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The mission of the Carolina Traditional Archers is the preservation and promotion of the ancient art of traditional archery through
club activities and educational interactions with others. Members will adhere to the highest ethical standards in their support, practice,
promotion and preservation of traditional archery and bow hunting. The Carolina Traditional Archers support sound wildlife management principles and seek opportunities to aid conservation efforts.
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Letter from the President
CTA Members,
First and foremost thank you for your support of CTA in 2011. We were blessed with great weather at
each of our events and rewarded with exceptional attendance.
As I outlined in the last newsletter, CTA had an excellent year, with many significant accomplishments.
What I see as the most refreshing aspect of our organization is the continued desire to evolve. This was
all due to our members and the outstanding work of our club officers. Hats off to all of you!
As we begin 2012, I do so with much optimism and excitement. We have a full schedule of events
planned with added perks that will make your CTA experience even better. What better way to spend
a day than sharing a round of target shooting with fellow traditional archers, and enjoying a great meal.
In closing, please do not hesitate to assist with club events. It can be as simple as bringing a covered dish
or helping with the range. That few minutes of commitment goes a long way in making these events
more enjoyable.
Best regards,
Dave Haggist

Cover: CTA Member Robert Poole shooting aerials with a self-bow, and wearing a javelina back-quiver.
Photo by Joe Henz
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Events

January 7—Herb Reynolds Memorial Shoot, 9am-3pm, Maiden
January 14—CTA Workday, 8am-noon, Maiden
February 4—CTA Annual Business Meeting & Pig Pickin’ Shoot, 9am-3pm, Maiden
March 3— Club Shoot, 9am-3pm, Maiden
April 7—”Women & Children First” Shoot, (Ladies, Kids under 18 shoot & eat for free)
9am-3pm, Maiden
May 3—NCTAC Workday, 8am-noon, Kerr Scott Reservoir, Wilkesboro

May 4, 5 & 6—NCTAC 2012, W. Kerr Scott Reservoir, Wilkesboro
June 2—Primitive Skills Shoot, 9am-3pm, Maiden
July 7—Club Shoot, 9am-3pm, Maiden
August 4—Club Shoot, 9am-3pm, Maiden
September 1—Whitetail Warm-Up Shoot, 9am-3pm, Maiden
October 6—Club Shoot, 9am-3pm, Maiden
October 25-27—Club Hunt, Kerr Scott
November 3— Coon Shoot, 5pm-9pm, Maiden
November 17—CTA Workday, 8am-noon, Maiden
December 1—Club Shoot, 9am-3pm, Maiden

Other Regional Traditional Archery Events
March 17 - Sissipahaw Traditional Archers Shoot, 9am -3pm, Bellemont, NC
Sissipahaw Archery Club is located on NC Hwy 49, four miles south of I-85 (exit 145).
More details at www.stacgang.org
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Changes for 2012
We have a few changes to announce for this year:
1) Club Shoots are now the FIRST Saturday of the month. This change will remove
conflicts with other events that our members love, such as the opening day of deer archery season and turkey season.
2) Non-Member Club Shoot fee increased from $15 to $20. Non-Member mealonly fee also increased from $5 to $10. Member fees remain the same.
3) NCTAC moved to the first weekend of May at W. Kerr Scott Reservoir, near
Wilkesboro, NC. Our State Shoot will no longer be in the sweltering heat of Memorial
Day Weekend! And the Kerr Scott venue provides close proximity to restaurants, hotels,
and churches, along with nice, wooded campgrounds with clean restrooms and electrical
hook-ups. The fee structure of NCTAC has also been simplified: it will now be a straight
$20/adult, and children fifteen and under are free!

W. Kerr Scott Reservoir: Site of the 2012 North Carolina Traditional Archery Championships.
3D ranges will be up the hill in the woods, to the right of the photo, and parking, practice ranges, vendors
tents and novelty/childrens shoots will be held in the large field.
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November Coon Shoot
We had a light turnout for our November
Shoot, perhaps because it was opening day of
deer rifle season in the Peidmont. The
weather was wonderful though, and before
the nighttime coon shoot everyone enjoyed
the long-range competition for a Thanksgiving turkey—which was won by Jim Vogt.
Dave Haggist also gave a demonstration on
alcohol burners for backpackers.
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by Kyle Garrou

No Country for Old Men

That is, not unless you have a few young ones nearby to help with getting a deer out of the hilly country of
southern Iowa.
After 4 years, fellow CTA member Dennis Allman and I finally drew a tag for Iowa’s Zone 4. The “do it yourself”, public land hunt started earlier for Dennis as he drove out on October 24th, while I flew out a week later.
He spent that week learning the roads and access points for 3 different management areas, knowledge that allowed me to pretty much get right down to business after arrival. He also found a great place to stay, nearby the
areas we planned to hunt that had also previously served as a base of operations for several other NC bowmen,
Ramon Bell of the NCBA for one.
Within the first hour of my Sunday morning scouting session I had found a thigh sized rub that had me all worked
up. Although several other spots also showed sign of numerous deer using the area and with the rut cranking
up, and anyplace was probably a good place. After hunting one of these other spots the first evening and seeing
3 or 4 does, I headed to the area with the good buck sign the next morning and a late arrival had me pinned
down by what was probably “the buck”. At 100 yards he looked like a steer with more horn than I’ve personally
ever seen. After he moved off I set up on his rub line and saw at least 3 different bucks, one of which (a fork
horn) walked to within 10 feet of my ground position. I found the ground hunting to offer much better shooting
lanes than a tree stand due to an unbelievably high “stem count” once you were 12’ -15’ above the ground.
The wind made this spot off limits on Tuesday and my backup location that evening almost had me screw up by
taking an 80-some inch 8-point with a death wish. This was a young deer, maybe just 1 ½, but his body was so
big, and broad side at 10 yards it was about all I could stand to hold my fire.
Wednesday was a wash out and Thursday morning found me as close to the big boys rub line as I dared, with
only one shooting lane about 3 or 4 feet wide to it. Within 20 minutes I had one of the local fork horns run by
and 15 minutes after that a glance to my left caused all the air to leave the woods. S eriously, I forgot to breathe
for a few seconds. He was moving down his rub line, which contained one tree that would shield my efforts to
draw my Treadway longbow. This I did, only to have him to emerge from the other side and begin making a rub
and a scrape several yards short of my one opening for a shot! I don’t know how long I really had to hold but it
seemed like forever. I considered letting off but knew there was no way he could miss the movement. In any
case by the time he started forward again I had a terminal case of “jelly arm”.
I always tell myself while setting in the stand that if an opportunity presents itself to “pick a spot and follow
through”. I can’t remember doing either. If I picked a spot it was probably the size of a basketball and at just 20
yards that ain’t good. Whether it was that, his forward movement, or the fact that my arm no longer seemed
properly connected to the rest of me, I saw the arrow strike right behind the ribs. The buck quickly whirled but
then just walked away. That was the only time I gave the antlers a good look and the air left the woods again.
Knowing I needed to give time to a questionable hit I eased out, returned to camp and paced the floor for about
6 hours. Dennis returned with me, despite being ill, and we found that the arrow had about 20” of penetration
and a better blood trail than expected. Unfortunately we lost the trail was lost after about 70 yards, and while
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we felt certain the buck had not gone much over 100 yards, we proceeded to search several 100 yards in all but
the right direction. Meeting a couple hours later back at the last blood sign revealed a hint that the deer may
have doubled back, and we decided to check out that one remaining quadrant before giving up until the next day.
Within 50 yards I walked up on the biggest deer I’ve ever seen lying in a 20-foot deep gully with his head still up
but obviously going nowhere. A finisher arrow through the lungs and heart finally ended the long search.
Now, here’s where the title to this article begins to make sense. To make an already too long story short, let’s
just say that after another 3 hours which include a hike back to retrieve a game cart, Dennis and I decided that
going for help made more sense than having
two dead men lying next to one dead deer.
Three hunters from Michigan in our camp
(Al, Dan & Ray) and the lodge owner, Brian,
saved the day and by 10pm my prize was
finally hanging in the skinning shed.
Estimated field dressed weight was 250 lb’s
and a rough scoring put him at 141.25”. I
want to thank all those that helped with the
recovery and especially Dennis for hanging
in there with me through a very rough evening despite being too sick for such strenuous activity.

Dennis Allman,
Kyle Garrou, and
Kyle’s Treadway
longbow pose
with Kyle’s buck.
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